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About Banxware

We democratize access 
to capital with easy 
platform-integrated 
business loans
Banxware is creating the future of business lending.



Our embedded lending technology empowers digital 
platforms such as marketplaces, PSPs, and other 
aggregators to help their business sellers grow with 
access to the capital they need.



With fully digital, seamlessly integrated business loans, 
our partners expand their value proposition while 
boosting their platform and the broader economy.



Where traditional banks might say no, we say yes - 
enabling growth for platforms and businesses.

Our story

Banxware was founded in mid-2020 by Jens Roehrborn and Miriam Wohlfarth to 
build a white-label merchant cash advance solution that enables platforms such as 
PSPs and marketplaces to offer revenue-based financing to their merchants. 
We carefully addressed every potential challenge for our partners, including 
seamless platform integration and fast loan decisioning for speedy credit approval. 
By the end of 2020, Banxware had stress-tested its loan application and credit 
decision engine by brokering government-backed Covid-19 relief loans to PENTA 
customers.  
The first live partner was Lieferando, Germany's largest food delivery platform and 
part of the Just Eat Takeaway.com N.V. group. Banxware is now offering easy 
business loans to merchants through various platforms, such as Payone (Ingenico) 
and TeleCash by Fiserv, Alphapool, everstox, E-Commerce One and Forto.


Mission

In the future, business loans will no longer be primarily provided by banks.The 
platforms businesses use in their everyday lives will take over this function, offering 
their sellers easy access to credit to grow their businesses. By enabling platforms to 
offer financing directly to their customers, we transform businesses' experience 
when they apply for a loan. Small businesses with no access to traditional bank loans 
can now use Banxware's platform integrations to apply for easy business loans. It's 
fast, convenient, and can be accessed easily from the platforms they use every 
day.Our end-to-end solution covers all technology, capital, and regulatory 
requirements - allowing businesses and their platforms to grow and thrive together.

We recognize potential and deliver the financing businesses deserve.
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Download photos
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Jens Röhrborn
FOUNDER | CEO

Jens is the founder and managing 
director of Banxware. He is a 
German qualified lawyer and has 
over 20 years of experience in the 
payments and banking industry.

LinkedIn

Miriam Wohlfarth
FOUNDER | CEO

Miriam is the founder of Banxware. 
She is a successful FinTech 
entrepreneur, founder of Ratepay, 
with more than 20 years of 
experience in payment, banking and 
eCommerce.

LinkedIn

Fabian Heiß
CO-FOUNDER | CPO

Fabian is co-founder and CPO of 
Banxware. He has more than 15 
years of experience in the banking 
industry and built different fintech 
products for finleap and others. 
Fabian holds an MBA from HHL – 
Handelshochschule Leipzig.

LinkedIn

Nicolas Kipp
CO-FOUNDER | CRO

Nicolas is Co-Founder and Chief 
Risk/Banking Officer of Banxware. 
He has extensive experience in the 
financial services industry both in 
strategy consulting as well as with 
startups. He has successfully built 
the risk model of Germany’s largest 
white-label Buy Now, Pay Later 
service provider.

LinkedIn

Diogo Simões
CTO

Diogo is the CTO of Banxware. 
Engineer at heart, Diogo brings +10 
years of experience in engineering, 
in the Consumer Electronics, IoT and 
Fintech spaces, most recently as 
Group Lead at Klarna.

LinkedIn

https://panther-public-docs.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/Banxware+Photos.zip
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jensroehrborn/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/miriam-wohlfarth/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/fabian-hei%C3%9F-156470b8/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicolaskipp/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/diogofs/
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Banxware logos

Download logos

GUIDELINES

Please, make sure to leave at least 50% left and right padding, and at least 100% top 
and bottom padding around the logo relative to the logo size.
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COLORS

Banxware logos can be used in these colors on solid color (preferably black or white) 
backgrounds:

Black

#000000

White

#FFFFFF

Graphite

#262626
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Brand colors & fonts

COLORS

Below are the main Banxware brand colors:

Black

#000000

White

#FFFFFF

Graphite

#262626

Primary blue

#51A5D8

Secondary blue

#7FB7DA

Fonts

Below are Banxware fonts:

Söhne Breit

Söhne Buch

Söhne Halbfett

Söhne Buch Kursiv

Söhne Mono Buch
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Contact

For further information or collaborations get in touch 
with us at media@banxware.com

banxware.com

LinkedIn

Twitter

Instagram
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mailto:media@banxware.com
https://www.banxware.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/banxware
https://twitter.com/banxware
https://www.instagram.com/banxware

